
Sketrick Island Kilinchy, Kilinchy, BT23 6QH
+44 7801 228805

Available for immediate delivery this NC 14 comes with a fully
comprehensive cruising specification. With a remarkable design
by Camillo and Vittorio Garroni, the NC 14 is assertive, with pure
lines, sober volumes, and an unforgettable contemporary style.
Delivery arranged to a location of your choice. Inventory
Hydraulic swim platform. Bowthruster. Generator 11 KVA. Extra
joystick in cockpit. Retractable 22" TV in saloon. Aft closing
canopy. Electric toilets. AIR PACK (additional air entrance in
cabins, heads & saloon). Breakfast area on portside
transformable to a sofa. Ambiance pack. LED Lights inside and
out. Electric trim tabs. Electronics Axiom 12(GPS
chartplotter/sounder with 12'touchscreen). Cartography included
(SD Card EU, N. America or ROW). WIFI connectivity to get
control from tablet or smartphone. P79 Depth transducer.
Autopilot. AIS Receiver. VHF Raymarine 260. Manufacturer
provided description Elegance, Luxury, Comfort. With a
remarkable design by Camillo and Vittorio Garroni, the NC 14 is
assertive, with pure lines, sober volumes, and an unforgettable
contemporary style. Daytime living spaces, including a dining
area and a very attractive galley, are arranged around a very
spacious deck saloon and feature a floor plan designed on a
single level. Accessible by a comfortable corridor, the evening
living spaces offer surprising volume in the cabins, the head and
shower compartments, and a true walk-in closet. Pure, clean
lines lend the NC 14 a contemporary elegance. Comfort on board
is enhanced by a perfect distribution of space, the selection of
high-quality materials, and innovations in virtually every field.
Disclaimer Disclaimer

Jeanneau <Undefined> NC 14 | 2017

Fuel Type: diesel

DIMENSIONS

Length: 13.92 mmm
 

£388,309 + VAT
 

Technical Specs

Used Cars NI can take no responsibility for any errors which may appear in listings. Please confirm details with the seller when making an enquiry.


